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                            tom:
                D

            D                              Em7
  She says I'm no good with my hands
                          Bm
But I'd hold up the whole sky for?her
G                    A                            D  G
  I?want to forget?my future and jump into the?dark
D  Em7  Bm   G  A  D   G
Ooooooooooo  oooooooo  ooooo

D                         E7
I would've caused so much trouble
E                 Bm
If I'd had you to sneak out with me
G                       A                               G
All our future's melted in your hands, they're drowning us

                          D
Still I say things like, "No hindsight in 2020"
     Em
"Got my sight checked, that's precious to me"
       Bm
"Can't blindside me, I'm well aware

If you were me, I'd burn this out
       G
To the sound of the daylight slipping from me"
         Bm
"All our yesterdays spent misguided, sliding'"
            G
And now our heels worn down and self aware
Bm
With dreams of stopping

                    D
(Dreams of stopping)
                  Em                      Bm
You must have me messed up with somebody else
       Bm
You got me mixed up
           G

You got me stressed out
A     Bm                  G
Youth spent plaited under walls, waterfalls
G
Walls can talk to things like
D
(Dreams of, dreams of)
Em             A
(Dreams of stopping)
                  Em                      Bm
You must have me messed up with somebody else
       Bm
You got me mixed up
           G
You got me stressed out
A     Bm                  G
Youth spent plaited under walls, waterfalls
G
Walls can talk to things like

                        D
Still I say things like, "No hindsight in 2020"
     Em
"Got my sight checked, that's precious to me"
  G     D            A      Bm
"Can't blindside me, I'm well aware
                                A
If you were me, I'd burn this out
                                            D
To the sound of the daylight slipping from me"
  D
"All our yesterdays spent misguided, sliding"
           G
And now our heels worn down and self aware
                       D  E
With dreams of stopping
    Bm
With dreams of stoppi
                      G
Dreams worth stopping for
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